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General Information:
1. All repeaters are by default always connected to the 9122 MA Route 2 Corridor Reflector
2. You can ONLY control the repeater you are using. For example, if you are on the Gardner repeater you cannot
issue and control codes for the Fitchburg or Athol repeaters.
3. Depending on repeater design, link design and/or your CTCSS decode settings; expect no repeater tails or tones
or IDs.
4. Always indentify your station and intentions before using DTMF tones.
5. After connecting to any node or reflector always identify your station and announce your intentions. For
example:
a. “This is W1SEX listening on node 1234”
b. “KB1QCE from W1SEX on the Alaska reflector”
6. When connected to any node with a four digit node number, after five minutes of inactivity, the node will
automatically disconnect.
7. When connected to any reflector with a four digit reflector number, after ten minutes of inactivity, the
reflector will automatically disconnect.
8. When any of the repeaters are idle for more than ten minutes (not connected to any node or reflector) the MA
Route 2 Corridor will automatically reconnect without a time-out.
9. You may enter the system through EchoLink via the W1GZ EchoLink Node
10. On Sunday mornings at 08:59 hours, the entire system will connect to the 9123 ARES/SKYWARN Reflector
Further Information
To monitor the MA Route 2 Corridor visit:
http://www.w1gz.org/index_2.htm
The IRLP New England Reflector Channel assignments can be viewed here:
http://new-eng.com/
The IRLP Homepage can be viewed here:
http://www.irlp.net/
For a complete listing of nodes visit:
http://status.irlp.net/
To visit the Mohawk Amateur Radio Club webpage:
http://mohawkarc.org/
To visit the Montachusett Amateur Radio Association webpage:
http://www.w1gz.org/
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